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INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, efforts devoted to addressing equity issues in CS education have shown a strong
focus on access, largely exemplified as broadening the participation of underrepresented students
in CS education programs [2]. Propelled by national initiatives such as CS10K, innovative and
high quality CS curricula have been developed to engage students from diverse backgrounds and
facilitate their understanding of essential CS concepts [4, 33]. However, access constitutes only
one of the myriad facets of equity issues involved in CS education [8, 36]. Conceptualizing equity
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with an overemphasis on equal access to CS resources risks obscuring the more fundamental sociocultural and systemic aspects of equity [7]. There has been growing consensus on the importance of
helping educators go beyond access and form a deeper understanding of equity issues and equitable
practices [8, 22, 39]. To this end, we examined in-service high school teachers’ understanding of
equity issues during their participation in one of the first CS teacher certificate programs in the
nation. In this study, through the lens of the justice-centered framework, we identified the major
themes that emerged from teacher interpretations of equity issues in CS education. Findings from
this study can inform the design of future CS teacher professional development (PD) programs
as well as certificate programs aimed at promoting teacher conceptualizations of equity in CS
education settings.
In this study, we address the following research questions:
1. What are teachers’ understandings of equity issues in high school CS classrooms ?
a. What are teachers’ general understandings of equity issues in CS classrooms after attending a
Teaching Exploring Computer Science PD course?
b. How do teachers understand equity issues in CS classrooms in the context of their school
environment?
2. What are the strategies that teachers use to address equity issues in high school CS classrooms?
3. How do teachers perceive the causes of inequities in high school CS classrooms?
2
2.1

BACKGROUND
Equity in CS Education

Equity issues in CS education have been widely observed and documented as underrepresented
students having unequal access to computing tools and learning opportunities [2, 20, 33]. In recent
years, national initiatives and research efforts have focused on addressing such access-related
issues, through establishing evidence-based CS curriculum and enrolling diverse students into CS
classrooms [2, 4]. However, equity issues are deeply rooted in social and cultural practices and go
far beyond creating equal access to resources and learning opportunities [31]. For example, research
from the more long-standing field of science education has suggested that creating equitable
learning environments involves valuing the students’ cultural experiences, aligning students’
cultural and linguistic resources with teaching practices, and interpreting knowledge in accordance
with students’ cultural backgrounds [31].
Additionally, recent research in both CS and science education has suggested the necessity to go
beyond access and pay attention to the cultural and societal factors that contribute to equitable
participation [2, 36, 38, 39]. For example, socio-cultural stereotypes about what types of students
can excel in CS may limit the development of students’ self-efficacy in CS due to social persuasion
[3], which in turn impacts students’ motivation and learning outcomes [33]. As such, besides access,
equity in CS education should encompass the social, cultural and historical contexts of teaching
and learning.
2.2

The Uniqueness of Equity Issues in CS Education

In the context of CS education, equity issues can be particularly challenging. Despite its relatively
short history, CS has ubiquitous applications in our daily life [23]. With the interactive systems in
CS applications, students can acquire implicit CS knowledge including automation, abstraction,
or programming without external guidance [5, 16]. In contrast, for math and science, students
are not likely to acquire substantial knowledge without formal schooling [1, 28]. Thus, compared
with traditional subject areas, CS is a unique discipline where students may demonstrate prior
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knowledge at strikingly different levels upon first entering classrooms [20], creating challenges for
teachers to implement equitable practices.
Furthermore, students’ diverse social-cultural backgrounds can pose unique challenges to equity
in CS classrooms [21, 33]. Previous research has emphasized connecting with students’ social and
cultural backgrounds to facilitate meaningful CS learning and empowering communities [21, 22, 41].
However, CS as a discipline is innately complex and filled with multi-solution problems [36], where
few methods exist to gauge the potential of students’ problem solving strategies in CS [15]. As a
result, it is challenging for educators to maintain an equitable stance because it may appear that
"some groups of students just will not get it", while in fact the students are approaching the problem
from a different and original perspective based on their cultural backgrounds and community
experiences [41]. Therefore, to promote equity in CS classrooms, it is important for teachers to
develop an in-depth understanding of students’ backgrounds and recognize that all students can
become effective CS problem solvers given sufficient time and support.
Lastly, the political dimension of CS education has a unique impact on equity. On the macro
level, we are now in an era when people equipped with computing skills are more likely to have
power and professional opportunities in various social realms [23, 50]; on the micro level, the
learning of computing skills requires access to technology, resources, and educational experiences
not available to all communities. The students are thus faced with a dilemma: CS learning generates
social power and it is at the same time influenced by such power. In addition, previous research
has called for closer examinations of the political dimensions of teaching, which often involves
implicit and explicit values upheld by groups in power, such as the types of person who can excel
in the field and the sorts of practices worth teaching [39]. Without realizing the political aspects
of teaching, we may risk exacerbating the oppression and inequities already manifested in the
discipline. As a result, researchers have argued that CS education is political in nature [39, 50], and
have proposed using a justice-centered framework to examine equity issues in CS education and
go beyond the focus on access [50].
2.3

The Justice-centered Framework for Conceptualizing Equity

2.3.1 The Redistributive and the Relational Model. Although research on the justice-centered
framework has been limited in CS education, recent work from other fields such as science education
has explored this framework extensively [7, 8, 38, 39]. The science education literature on equity has
proposed the redistributive and the relational model, which span over a spectrum of socially-just
practices [8]. While the equal distribution of resources, or the redistributive model, leans towards
the weak inclusion end of the spectrum, the valuing of student differences in the context of equity,
or the relational model, gravitates towards the strong inclusion end of the spectrum [8]. Built on the
critical theory, the spectrum view differentiates the focal point of equity practices: making changes
to individuals or to social structures. For instance, equity practices on the weaker inclusion end of
the spectrum may take the form of enrolling more female students in CS programs, which focuses
on making changes to the status of female students as individuals. In contrast, strong inclusion
equity practices focus on exploring the power of individuals and how cultures in CS education
can be changed to accommodate and respect the differences of individuals [24]. Seeing equity as
a spectrum of socially just practices has the advantage of attending to both access and the more
fundamental realms beyond access, such as social structures and cultural practices. However, to
recognize the multifaceted dimensions of the justice-centered framework and enact socially just
practices on the strong inclusion end of the spectrum, educators need to be critically conscious
about the roles of individuals and social systems in equity.
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2.3.2 Critical Reflection of Individual vs. Structural Attributions. As shown in Figure 1, drawing on
critical pedagogy and culturally relevant pedagogy, justice-centered pedagogy theorizes teaching
as a mechanism to "disrupt the role of school as the producer of inequities" [38, p.1036]. To achieve
this goal, justice-centered pedagogy advocates that "(a) students must experience academic success,
(b) students must develop and/or maintain cultural competence, and (c) students must develop
critical consciousness through which they challenge the status quo of the current social order" [30,
p.160]. The critical consciousness construct highlighted in (c) has been defined as the idea that
individuals become critically aware of the conditions of oppression and take action to implement
change to these conditions [51]. Previous research has argued that critical consciousness, which
includes critical reflection, political efficacy, and critical action should be an integral part of teacher
professional development [19].

Fig. 1. Justice-centered framework draws on the culturally relevant pedagogy and critical pedagogy. Critical
consciousness is an integral part in the justice-centered framework. Cognitive empathy, an indispensable
component in human consciousness, may have important roles in critical consciousness and by extension the
justice-centered framework.

In this study, we focus on critical reflection, the process of analyzing the causes of inequities
in racial groups, socioeconomic status, and gender in a given domain. According to attribution
theory in social psychology, when people engage in critical reflection, they may attribute social
inequities to structural or individual factors [51]. In general, individuals with higher level of critical
reflection tend to make more structural attributions (e.g., political, cultural, historical, systemic
level causes) rather than individual attributions (e.g., personal traits such as intelligence, skills, and
effort based causes) [51]. Previous research has suggested that critical reflection predetermines the
critical actions that individuals or collective groups take [14]. For example, urban youth with higher
levels of critical reflection have been found to make greater advancements in career development
[11]. Such finding suggests the importance of studying teachers’ critical reflections, which may
provide models for students’ critical reflections.
2.3.3 The Role of Cognitive Empathy in Critical Reflection. Currently, the majority of the existing
literature on critical consciousness related constructs, such as critical reflection, has converged on
individuals’ cognition of and reasoning about social inequities. However, considering that affect and
emotion represent the basis of social cognition and consciousness, one cannot discuss the critical
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consciousness construct without considering the empathetic nature of our human consciousness. At
any given moment, human consciousness works in conjunction with the empathetic consideration
of others [9, 48]. Such simultaneous projection or realization of the sensation and feelings between
the self and others, also known as intersubjectivity [48], is an indispensable process for activities
on the consciousness plane. Therefore, empathy, an integral part of human consciousness, should
be considered when discussing critical reflection under the critical consciousness construct in the
justice-centered framework.
While there is more than one way to define empathy, the current study defines empathy as "the
cognitive awareness of another person’s internal states, that is, his thoughts, feelings, perceptions,
and intentions." [25, p.29]. Empathy can take different forms across emotional, motivational and
cognitive dimensions, such as affective sharing, empathic concern, and perspective taking, respectively [10]. Among others, perspective taking or cognitive empathy, often exemplified as the ability
to "consciously put oneself into the mind of another person to understand what she is thinking or
feeling" [10, p.3], has been found to strongly predict justice sensitivity and moral motivation [10],
which influence individuals’ likelihood of recognizing inequitable situations and taking actions to
ameliorate injustice. Thus, cognitive empathy may play an important role in the justice-centered
framework by influencing critical consciousness and equitable practices. In this study, we examine
the role of cognitive empathy, or the understanding of others’ unique perspectives and backgrounds,
in critical reflection and maintaining equitable learning environments in CS education.
In summary, previous research in science education and computer science education has shown
that it is imperative to investigate teachers’ understanding of equity issues in CS classrooms through
a justice-centered framework [38, 39, 50]. In this study, we address the gap in previous literature
by applying the justice-centered framework to interpret high school teachers’ conceptualization of
equity in CS education.
3

STUDY SETTINGS

In this study, we report on data collected from two cohorts of participants over two years. The
participants, who are in-service high school teachers from various disciplines, were enrolled in one
of the first CS teacher certificate PD programs in California. Each cohort takes a sequence of four
courses to complete the PD program. The participants in cohort 1 joined the program one year
prior to cohort 2.
This study consists of two phases: we collected and analyzed cohort 1 teachers’ written reflections
about equity in CS education in the first year of the program during phase 1, and we interviewed
participants from cohort 1 and 2 at the same time in the second year during phase 2.
4

PHASE 1

In phase 1, we examined cohort 1 participants’ understanding of equity in CS classrooms and
focused on research question 1(a): What are teachers’ general understandings of equity issues in
CS classrooms after attending a Teaching Exploring Computer Science PD course?
The results from phase 1 were also used to inform the design of the semi-structured interview
questions and content analysis in phase 2.
4.1

Phase 1 Participants

The 24 participants are in-service high school teachers from various disciplines in schools that
mainly serve underrepresented students. The participants’ demographic information are presented
in Table 1.
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Table 1. Phase 1 Participants’ Demographic Information

Categories
Ethnicity
Asian
White
Hispanic or Latino
Other- W Middle Eastern
Gender
Male
Female
Credentialed Subjects a
Math
English & World Languages
Science
Business
Technology b
Special Education
Social Sciences
Years In-service
1-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
More than 20

n
5
14
4
1
16
8
14
4
4
2
4
1
1
3
6
7
5
3

a Some

b Including

4.2

teachers are credentialed in more than one subject area.
Music Technology, Industrial and Technology Education, ICT,
Computer Science and Technology.

Phase 1 Procedures

Cohort 1 participants attended the first course Teaching Exploring Computer Science (TECS) in
the two-year program over a duration of nine weeks. The course was offered in a hybrid format,
consists of online asynchronous learning modules in the Canvas learning management system,
online synchronous classes on a video conferencing platform, and three monthly 6-hour face-to-face
classes. The learning experiences in the TECS course were designed to highlight the main thrusts of
the ECS curriculum: Inquiry, Equity, and CS concepts. Using PD frameworks suggested in previous
research on the ECS curriculum [22], the current study engaged the participants in the TeacherLearner-Observer model during online and face-to-face classes. The participants also worked on
weekly assignments on Canvas, including posting reflection essays based on readings related to
equity in CS education (i.e. chapters from Stuck in the Shallow End), creating computing artifacts
(i.e. webpages created in HTML/CSS, animation/games created in the Scratch environment), and
writing lesson plan reflections for adapting the ECS lessons. In the online synchronous classes and
the face-to-face classes, the teachers reflected on teaching demonstrations of major ECS lessons that
integrate the best practices in promoting inquiry and equity (i.e. using inquiry-based learning to
introduce "What is a computer?"; using kinesthetic activities to introduce the concepts of algorithms)
and the experiences of creating computing artifacts as learners.
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At the end of the TECS course, the participants completed a 500-600 words written reflection
on equity issues in CS education. We chose to collect the essay data at the end of the first course
because, as indicated in Table 1, the participants were not credentialed in CS prior to the PD
program and may have difficulties writing about CS education at the beginning of the course.
Details about the written reflection is described below.
4.3

Phase 1 Measures

The participants completed a 2-page (500-600 words) written reflection at the end of the TECS
course as a take-home project. In two weeks, the participants reflected on equity issues in CS
classrooms in general and were allowed to reference any articles they identified as valuable, and/or
the reading materials assigned during the course, including Stuck in the Shallow End [33], and
Racing to Class [37].
4.4

Phase 1 Data Analysis

The written reflections were analyzed using the content analysis method [29]. Because the goal of
content analysis is exploratory, in which we identified emerging themes in participants’ reflections
surrounding equity, open coding was conducted in iterative cycles [40]. In the first cycle of coding,
two researchers worked independently and assigned preliminary codes to excerpts of text that
pertained to equity issues in CS education. After open coding five essays, the two researchers
discussed and consolidated preliminary codes. Then one of the two researchers assigned the
consolidated codes to the remaining essays and generated new codes in the process when existing
codes did not fit with a particular idea unit in the text. In the second cycle of coding, the two
researchers read all the selected text under each code and either combined or split the codes into
categories or subcategories, respectively [26].
To establish the inter-rater reliability of the codes, another researcher randomly selected 25% of
the essays and applied the finalized codes to the text. The inter-rater reliability showed that the
researchers reached 97% agreement on the application of codes.
4.5

Phase 1 Results

Findings from Phase 1 identified preliminary themes for research question 1(a) What are teachers’
general understandings of equity issues in CS classrooms after attending a Teaching Exploring
Computer Science PD course? As shown in Table 2, the coding categories generated from content
analysis of participants’ written reflections include 1) Students’ Roles in Equity: How students’ beliefs
and characteristics influence equity in CS education 2) Teachers’ Roles in Equity: How teachers’
beliefs and practices influence equity in CS education 3) The Uniqueness of CS as a Discipline: How
the unique characteristics of CS contribute to inequities in CS education 4) Societal Influences on
Equity: How social belief systems and resource allocation impact teachers’ equitable practices and
students’ equitable participation in CS.
Under the Students’ Role in Equity category, the subcategories focused on the students’ Personal
Beliefs/stereotypes about CS (e.g. female students perceive themselves as not suited for CS classes),
the influence of students’ Cultural and Demographic Background on their development (e.g., low
SES students lack prior knowledge), and the Inequality in Student Participation in CS (e.g., White
males represent the majority of students in CS classes). Among the three subcategories, the teachers
discussed the Inequality in Students’ Participation in CS most frequently (65.38%), suggesting that the
teachers in our study consider students’ equal access and participation in CS education programs
as the most prevalent issues regarding students’ roles in equity. These observations point to the
weak end of the social justice framework, namely, teachers mainly frame student participation in
computer science as the redistributive model of access.
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Table 2. Coding Categories of Equity Essay Content Analysis
Categories/Subcategories
Students’ Role in Equity
Personal Beliefs/Stereotypes about CS
Cultural and Demographic Background
Inequality in Students’ Participation in CS
Teachers’ Role in Equity
Personal Beliefs/Stereotypes about CS
Equitable Teaching Practices
Teacher Community
The Uniqueness of CS as a Discipline
The Importance of CS
CS is Constantly Changing
CS Content is Challenging
The Societal Influences on Equity
Societal Stereotypes and Misconceptions about CS
Lack of Resources/Curriculum in the System
Lack of Teacher Training in the System
The System Needs to Provide CS Education for All
Equity issues in CS Education influence the field of CS

a The

Excerpts of Coded Examples

Percent (%) a

"Many of my female and Hispanic students
shied away from the topic. Most were indifferent,
and many thought that CS was not even on their radar."
"Not all students come to us with a level playing field.
Many students are poor, hungry, mistreated, bullied, etc."
"For these reasons and others, very few women and minorities
are found in computer science classes."

23.08

"We as Computer Science teachers need to overcome negative attitudes
about Computer Science...that only white collar experts use computers,
which is not true."
"I am becoming more and more mindful of inclusion and have been
working on recruiting more female students into my classes."
"I will steal as many ideas from other teachers to challenge
the high achieving students and to support the low achieving students."

11.54
65.38
22.07
66.23
11.69

"Computer science is a unique subject that has an opportunity, that not 77.78
all other subject matters have, to teach students a variety of skills that
transfer across all disciplines and prepare students for a complex world."
"These developments make it difficult to stay consistent
13.89
and "demonstrate mastery" with the information that is being taught."
"...but a problem lies in the...massive amounts
8.33
of information that are created"
"Several common misconceptions surrounding the subject
that keep many students at a distance"
" It’s still amazing to me that in the 2017 we don’t have
any computer science courses in many high schools"
"To make Computer Science a better thing for teacher and students,
we need to better educate and train teachers"
"Schools and districts need a systematic approach
to dispensing computer science curricula to K-12"
"Computer science will be suffering from the lack of diversity.
By limiting the people involved in computer science,
the output of these computer scientists will also be limited."

34.07
12.09
15.38
27.47
10.99

percentage for each subcategory is a ratio between the subcategory’s code frequency count and the corresponding
category’s total code frequency count.

The Teachers’ Roles in Equity category involved three subcategories that essentially described
teacher agency in promoting equity in CS classrooms. In the subcategory of Personal Beliefs/Stereotypes
about CS, the participants discussed the widely held stereotypes among teachers regarding CS
education, such as what types of students should attend CS classes. The participants also attributed
such stereotypes to the lack of exposures to CS and CS education-related professional development.
In addition, the participants pointed out that taking evidence-based PD courses, such as the TECS
course as part of the CS teacher authorization program, can help to change stereotypes and help
educators to see that CS is for all students. The teachers also discussed implementing Equitable
Teaching Practices (e.g., recruiting diverse students into CS classes ); and Teacher Community, where
references were made to the importance of learning from and contributing to teacher communities
regarding equitable practices (e.g., the need to learn from other teachers to promote equity in CS
classes, and communicate with other teachers to change their stereotypes about CS). As shown in
Table 2, under the Teachers’ Roles in Equity category, Equitable Teaching Practices was discussed most
frequently, suggesting that most of the participants recognized the importance of implementing
equitable teaching practices in their classrooms. With regards to teachers’ critical reflection, these
findings suggest that the participants took note of the environmental factors essential to equity
(i.e., exposure to equity oriented professional development, teacher community). However, these
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factors still center on the redistributive model and emphasizes equal distribution of resources such
as PD programs and supporting resources.
The category of the Uniqueness of CS as a Discipline focused on the factors that make CS an
important yet challenging discipline. Among the three subcategories, most of the discussions
focused on The Importance of CS (77.78%), where the participants recognized that CS teaches
important and fundamental skills, such as critical thinking and computational thinking. In addition,
the participants also reasoned that the constantly changing and the innately complex subject
content in CS has created challenges to both teaching and learning, and may have contributed to
inequities in CS education. These findings suggest while teachers recognize the importance of CS
and its promising benefits: preparing students with skills fundamental to all disciplines, they are
also aware of the potential challenges it creates to maintaining equitable learning environments.
The Societal Influences on Equity category focused on societal factors, including the beliefs and
practices in the society that contribute to pervasive equity issues in CS education. The subcategories
involved Societal Stereotypes and Misconceptions about CS (e.g., the society tends to perceive women
as less suitable for CS than men), the Lack of Resources/Curriculum in the System (e.g., many schools
don’t offer CS classes), the Lack of Teacher Training in the System (e.g., there are very few CS PD
programs available), and The System Needs to Provide CS Education for All (e.g., schools and districts
need to have a system in place to provide CS education for all students in k-12). Among the five
subcategories, most of the discussions focused on Societal Stereotypes and Misconceptions about CS
(34.07%), such as how the society tends to perceive certain groups as more suitable for CS (e.g.,
men are more suitable for CS than women). Notably, in the subcategory of Equity issues in CS
Education Influence the field of CS, the participants described the mutual influence between students’
participation in CS and the equity issues pervading the CS discipline/industry. For example, the
participants suggested that inequities in the CS workforce can reinforce stereotypes about who can
become a "CS person" and prevent students, especially female and underrepresented students, from
participating in CS. In addition, the participants observed that the CS discipline and society would
in turn suffer from unequal participation and the lack of diversity in CS education, because underutilizing the potential contributions by females and underrepresented groups would inevitably slow
down the advancement of the field. These findings suggest that the participants became aware of
the impact of societal beliefs in the students’ social environment on their equitable participation in
CS education. While these discussions highlight the issues embedded in the social system, they
mainly focus on the redistributive model of providing resources/curriculum and making changes
to individuals.

5

PHASE 2

In phase 2, we examined the participants’ responses to the semi-structured interviews and explored
research questions 1(b), 2 and 3. The semi-structured interview allowed for an in-depth exploration
of teachers’ understanding by situating the equity issues in the context of their school and classroom
environment.
In this phase, we chose to aggregate findings from the two cohorts and discuss them as a whole.
This is because through the lens of the justice-centered framework, both cohorts’ perceptions of
equity showed similar patterns and areas for improvement. In addition, the aggregated findings
may provide guidance for future PD programs regarding what needs to be done and areas worthy
of explicit instruction to facilitate teachers’ perceptions of equity based on the justice-centered
framework.
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Table 3. Phase 2 Participants’ Demographic Information

Categories
Ethnicity
Asian
Hispanic or Latino
Multi-Ethnic
White
Gender
Female
Male
Credentialed Subjectsa
English & World Languages
Math
Technology b
Science
Social Sciences
Special Education
Visual Performing Arts
Years In-service
1-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
More than 20
a Some

n
1
4
1
6
6
6
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
3
4
2
2

teachers are credentialed in more than one subject area.
Music Technology, Industrial and Technology Education,
ICT, Computer Science and Technology.

b Including

5.1

Phase 2 Participants

In the second year of the PD program, we randomly selected 12 teachers using stratified sampling.
The participants were stratified into subgroups based on cohort and gender. In each cohort, six
participants were selected to receive the semi-structured interview. Table 3 presents the demographics of participants. On average, the teacher participants’ schools have 36.1% under-represented
students, 36.62% students are in need of free and reduced lunch.
5.2

Phase 2 Measures

The teachers were interviewed using a semi-structured interview protocol, in which they were
prompted to discuss equity issues in the context of their schools and classrooms. The semi-structured
interview protocol was derived from the major themes identified in the content analysis of the
written reflections from phase 1 of the study. Hence, the interview mainly tapped into teachers’
roles in equity, students’ roles in equity, CS as a unique discipline, and the social dimension of
equity in CS education.
To design the semi-structured interview guide, we referred to the recommended procedures
in Kallio’s [27] work. We first obtained expert opinions and existing literature in the field of CS
education and equity research. Then we drafted questions that are participant-oriented, clearly
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worded, and open-ended [27]. The wording and sequence of the questions are also specifically
designed to help situate the participants in their authentic school and classroom context. For
example, the interviewers obtained information about the participants’ classroom context through
the initial questions and posed subsequent questions based on this context (e.g., start with "In
general, can you briefly describe the learning of the students in your class", followed by "What do
you know about the backgrounds of the students in your class?).
To test and refine the questions, we conducted trial sessions with graduate students who had
experience teaching in high schools. Based on their feedback, we revised the questions in the
interview protocol to clarify meanings and to ensure that there were no leading questions.
5.3

Phase 2 Procedures

5.3.1 PD courses. Phase 2 of the study took place when cohort 2 participants were taking their
first class—TECS, which is the same as the one described previously in Phase 1.
Concurrently, cohort 1 participants were taking the third class—the Methods of Teaching Computer Science. Prior to this, they first participated in the TECS described in phase 1, then took the
second class— Teaching Computer Science Principles (TCSP), which lasted for five weeks and used
a hybrid format similar to TECS.
In TCSP, the cohort 1 participants had access to online asynchronous learning modules in
the Canvas and EdxEdge learning management systems, online synchronous classes on a video
conferencing platform, and five weekly 3-hour face-to-face classes. The learning experiences in the
TCSP course were designed to highlight CS content related to programming and applying teaching
strategies that promote equity in classrooms. The participants learned about using object-oriented
programming to solve problems in the Alice environment by completing online learning modules in
the Canvas and EdxEdge learning management systems, and discussed applying equitable teaching
strategies such as peer-instruction in both face-to-face classes and synchronous online classes via
video conferencing platforms.
Similarly, the MTCS was also delivered in a hybrid format, with online asynchronous learning
modules on the Canvas learning management systems, online synchronous classes on a video
conferencing platform, and two monthly 3-hour face-to-face classes. The purpose of the methods
course was to help the participants gain an in-depth understanding of the pedagogical knowledge
related to teaching computer science and learn about the current research on CS education. In the
asynchronous online learning modules on Canvas, the participants read research papers on issues
related to equity, problem-solving, computational thinking, and composed written responses in the
discussion board according to selected reading prompts. The participants were also encouraged
to respond to others’ posts on the discussion board. During synchronous online learning, the
participants discussed their reflections on the reading materials, refined lesson plans for the ECS or
CSP classes, and discussed pedagogical strategies to facilitate the learning of challenging topics
across the two curricula.
The semi-structured interviews for both cohorts took place around the same time, during the
final weeks of cohort 2 participants’ first class—TECS, and cohort 1 participants’ third class—MTCS.
5.3.2 Equity-focused activities. All the PD courses consist of several types of activities that aimed
at promoting the teachers’ perceptions of equity. For example:
• Reading materials on equity in CS education (e.g., Stuck in the Shallow End) were assigned
and teachers responded to reading prompts in online discussion boards to reflect on racial
disparity, gender bias, growth mindset, broadening participation, and social/cultural context.
• Teachers applied CS concepts and equity practices to design lesson plans in groups. Using the
Teacher-Learner-Observer model, they also engaged in micro-teaching and peer-reviewed
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the lesson plans, to learn from shared experiences on delivering CS concepts in equitable
ways.
• PLC meetings were held monthly to strengthen teacher collaboration and establish a strong
teacher community to discuss and mitigate the inequity issues. For example, many teachers
shared resources that may support equitable practices and broaden participation, such as
ways to work with school counselors to enroll underrepresented students in CS classes, recent
CS conference and competitions, or internship and research opportunities for students.
5.4

Phase 2 Data collection

The semi-structured interviews were conducted with the participants either in their schools or at
the face-to-face classes based on their schedules. Each interview took about 40 minutes on average.
The three interviewers are researchers in CS education with experiences in qualitative research
and interviewing. In addition, prior to conducting the interviews, one of the three interviewers
served as the observer while the other two rehearsed the interview protocol in pairs. Then the
three interviewers debriefed on the interview process and compared against standards introduced
in previous research regarding interview techniques [32]. During the rehearsal, potential follow
up questions were also added to the interview protocol. Due to the nature of the semi-structured
interviews, the three interviewers were allowed to ask more follow up questions to encourage the
participants to elaborate on certain concepts or ideas that the participants mentioned.
5.5

Phase 2 Data Analysis

Audio recording of the interviews were transcribed verbatim in preparation for qualitative content
analysis [26]. Due to the length of the interview transcripts, the content analysis employed a
collaborative coding process involving three researchers [6] and was done in the MAXQDA software,
which supports collaborative coding [47].
In the first round of coding, the three researchers started with developing an initial coding
scheme based on the results from the content analysis of the equity reflection essays in phase 1 of
the study, including the overarching categories in teachers’ role in equity, students’ role in equity,
the uniqueness of CS as a discipline, and the social dimension of equity in CS education. Then the
researchers used the content analysis method [26] to analyze the same two randomly selected
interview transcripts independently. Based on the content analysis results, the researchers discussed
the codes together and created top level categories and sub-level codes to constitute a code book.
In the second round of coding, the three researchers first recoded the same two transcripts to
train themselves on using the code book and to check for inter-rater reliability. When the inter-rater
reliability reached 91%, the researchers started to code different transcripts independently until
all of the transcripts were coded. In this process, the researchers generated new codes if none of
the codes in the code book were applicable. After the independent coding, the three researchers
met to discuss the coding results. Using the multi-user code system management in the MAXQDA
software, the researchers consolidated duplicate new codes and integrated the new codes into the
existing coding system. The major categories are presented in Table 4.
To check the fidelity of the code application, one researcher randomly selected and recoded 1/4
of the transcripts done by the other two researchers and the inter-rater agreement reached 93%.
The researchers also discussed to resolve the discrepancies among the application of the codes.
5.6

Phase 2 Results

5.6.1 Teacher Understandings of Equity in CS Education. To probe research question 1(b) on how
teachers perceive equity issues in CS classrooms in the context of their school environment, we
examined the content analysis of participants’ responses to the semi-structured interviews and
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Table 4. Coding Categories of the Interview Content Analysis

Categories/subcategories
Equity in CS Education
Equal access
Political nature of CS education

The role of empathy

Teachers’ Role in Equity
Equitable teaching strategies

Attribution of inequities

Codes
Equal participation in CS courses
Equal access to CS resources
Distribution of funding for CS resources
Influence on students’ career pathways
The right to access CS knowledge
To understand the students’ unique challenges
To learn about students’ backgrounds
Relating to the students’ emotional/life experiences
Providing equal access to CS resources
Considering students’ backgrounds
Building rapport
Enhancing motivation
Using pedagogical approaches
Addressing maladaptive issues
Students’ affective and motivational barriers
Lack of background knowledge
Lack of access to resources

Social Support
Funding CS resources
Professional development opportunities
Support from the professional community
Note: This table is organized according to the coding scheme used in the content analysis. In the
results section, the codes and excerpts are organized according to the research questions.

identified themes relating to the dimensions of Teacher definitions of equity in the context of CS
classrooms, The political nature of CS education in the context of equity, and The role of empathy in
equity.
5.6.2 Teacher definitions of equity in the context of CS classrooms. The content analysis results
showed that the participants’ definitions of equity converged on two themes: equal participation
in CS courses and equal access to CS resources. Throughout these themes, equity was portrayed as
equality, that is, as equal participation and equal access to resources. This points to an understanding
of equity that is limited to how resources and opportunities are distributed among students. There is
little discussion of how student participation is influenced by systemic factors that may perpetuate
inequitable participation and may represent the root causes of unequal access.
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Equal participation in CS courses. Participants described that they define equity in CS classroom as enrolling more under-represented students, such as female students.
"There are fewer girls in computer science than boys and I think it should not
be the case."
"I would say an equitable class would have definitely more female representation."

Equal access to CS resources. All participants described equal access to resources as a defining
component of equity. The participants stated that regardless of the students’ backgrounds and
socioeconomic status, they should have access to computing resources, such as computers, the
Internet, and curriculum:
"I would say equity is the students actually having their tech computer resources.";
"As far as equity is concerned...I would define it as um, having access or things
being pretty equal across the board. "
"My definition of that [equity in CS education] would be ... class is offered to
everybody who would like to experience it."

In essence, the participants seemed to regard equity as an embodiment of equality:
"It [equity] seems very similar to like...equal or equality to me, just kind of like
access [to resources]".

In addition, while "resources" can mean a variety of things in the context of CS education, the
participants focused more on the tangible computing resources, such as chromebooks, laptops, and
the Internet:
"In terms of technology like everyone has equal access to the technology and
that on campus we have computers all around campus and Wi-Fi for them."

The participants explained that having access to such computing hardware is the key to realizing
equity in CS education, because students would not be able to work on computing projects without
them:
"I wouldn’t have them, say, okay, I’m going to tell you this now, go home and
do it. ... not everyone’s going to have access to it. "

This emphasis on tangible resources suggests that the participants mainly view equity in CS education as students having equal learning opportunities given equal access to computing resources.
However, increasing participation and equal access to resources involves making changes at the
individual level and avoids dealing directly with valuing students’ culture and exploring structural
issues [8].
5.6.3 The political nature of CS education in the context of equity. Most of the participants (10 out
of 12), when asked about their views on the political nature of CS education, responded that they
could not see how CS education can be political:
"I don’t see it that way. I just see it as strictly education." ;
"I don’t understand why it would be political in nature. I mean I think in the
sense that you need to have a computer...., but there are so many free resources
out there... Right? So as long as you have access to a computer and Wifi, I
guess that would be critical. "

After the interviewers probed further by explaining that the political dimensions can be viewed
from the social power aspects, some participants described that the political dimensions may be
reflected as:
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The right to access CS knowledge, such as taking computer science as required courses to
develop their computational thinking skills:
"If they don’t like computer science, they don’t have to do it, but it’s information
that they should have access to so they can decide what they want to do...";
"Like even today we build a website right? We’re doing design. There’s design
on that. So there’s geometry, there’s math, there’s coding, there’s understanding
order of operations... I don’t feel like this should be an elective course for them.
I feel like every single kid needs to understand a little bit of the back end of
what’s happening. Like it’s not OK for them to just know how to use an app. "

For teachers (two out of 12) who acknowledged the political nature of CS education, they mainly
focused on the dimensions of distribution of funding for CS resources and career pathways.
Distribution of funding for CS resources. The participants pointed out that political institutions can determine the availability and distribution of funding for CS, which is dependent on how
well the institutions recognize the importance of this discipline:
"What I feel is that the people making decisions don’t know anything about it
(CS)... So it is political but it’s not being addressed."
"And I totally believe that at this moment they’re....they’re not putting in what
our taxpayers put in to give our students an equitable education [in CS]."

Influence on students’ career pathways. The participants also suggested that CS could be
a mechanism for social power as the job market becomes more digital and tech-based. Having
CS knowledge leads to more professional and utilization opportunities, which contribute to the
students’ career trajectories:
"I definitely believe it is political in nature... Um, students have been getting
more and more denied from colleges and I think if they have computer science
and other things like that, then the colleges would look at them and their
resume would go higher. " ;
"I strongly encourage everyone [to learn CS] because of the market, because
I feel like education and the job market has big gaps.... So if we think about
artificial intelligence ... everyone should be learning [CS] because artificial
intelligence is gonna eliminate a lot of jobs. So we have to be prepared, we
have to teach students [CS] to be prepared...[for] this job market."

Therefore, although previous research has emphasized the political nature of education [8, 39],
the interview responses suggested that most of the participants found the political nature of CS
education in the context of equity to be a rather unfamiliar and obscure concept. This points to
the need for more explicit and focused professional development experiences that help teachers
understand how social, political, and economic forces converge to create inequitable conditions for
underrepresented students.
5.6.4 The role of empathy in equity. In general, all the participants recognized the connection
between empathy and equity.
"I think there’s a very strong relationship between equity and empathy."
"As an instructor, it is important to try to be empathetic so you can provide
the equity".

In discussing the role of empathy in equity, the participants identified three major themes:
To understand the students’ unique challenges. The participants indicated that empathy
allows them to understand the challenging situations facing students who lack access to CS
resources and provide accommodations.
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"I think it [empathy and equity] goes hand in hand when you realize that...when
someone doesn’t have the [resources]... there’s no access to something, then
you need to understand that and then figure out a way to make it more equitable
so that they can [have access]....So I think the empathy comes in understanding
[that]...I need to provide a pathway or a way for these students to access the
information so they can be successful."
"So being empathetic or being understanding about other people’s situation. I
think that tends to be something that a lot of people don’t understand because
they come from wealth, they come from access, they come from privilege. ..So I
think that’s an area that [empathy] really could be, you know, [be] introduced
a little bit more."

To learn about students’ backgrounds. According to the participants, being empathetic about
students’ unique background can convey to the students that the teachers care about them, a crucial
element in creating equitable learning environments in CS classes:
"Empathy towards equity is necessary for a class to be equitable... to understand
the relationship, the cultural background, the cultural history they bring to
this class.";
"Empathy makes it more equitable. Definitely... because I feel if you’re empathetic to students, they will feel that you care about them, that you care about
their interests, you care about how well they’re doing and then that will make
them feel more likely to pursue it and to feel that they can do it."

This points to a strong understanding of how empathy relates to the social justice framework by
taking into account the cultural and historical factors that characterize students’ backgrounds, and
how those characteristics can be leveraged to promote equity.
Relating to the students’ emotional/life experiences. The participants explained that perspectivetaking, which is part of cognitive empathy, can help them understand and relate to the challenges
in students’ emotional and life experiences.
"So that your first reaction is not that the boy is mad with you or whatever,
but maybe that’s how he’s expressing himself. Or maybe that’s how he wants
and needs attention or maybe this week there’s something going on with him
outside of school. So the day students become numbers, that is the day you
quit teaching. So you really have to... trying to understand what the students
are going through..."

Such views align with the importance of cognitive empathy— the perspective taking of another
person’s thought processes, feelings, and experiences [10]. While the cognitive empathetic understanding of the "mind of another" should be the basis of all teaching endeavors, it may be
particularly crucial to creating equitable environments in CS classes.
5.6.5 Strategies for Addressing Equity Issues in CS Classrooms. In regards to research question
2—the strategies that teachers use to address the equity issues in high school CS classrooms, the
participants described equitable practices that focus on teaching strategies and social support.
For example, the participants identified the following equitable teaching strategies:
Providing equal access to CS resources, such as providing computers for the students:
"I tried to do things where they could come early in the morning, come during
their lunch, use a computer in the library so that they didn’t fall behind and
work on what was being done.";
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Considering students’ backgrounds. The participants acknowledged the importance of learning about students’ backgrounds. However, despite the fact that backgrounds can include culture/knowledge/family and communities, when discussing equitable teaching strategies, the participants showed the trend of focusing on the dimension of prior knowledge. They mainly stressed
the importance of helping students with different level of prior knowledge to succeed by modifying
curriculum and materials:
"I take into consideration the student’s level. Um, I also take into consideration
what their background knowledge is of the subject."
" I don’t want anyone to think that they can’t do the work...and that we all
come at a different level when they enter the classroom. But by the time we
finish we should all have an understanding of all the different concepts."
"You modify as needed for your low and your high [skill level student] but I
guess to ensure that everything was equal I would probably end up teaching
to my lowest common denominator and then I would do expansion activities
for my really smart kids. That’s kind of how I would make it equitable."

The participants also indicated the necessity to consider students’ backgrounds in learning styles
and employ various modes of teaching:
"You’ve got to give it to them in every way, written, speaking, and writing,
acting, drawing, coloring, images, video. I mean, they’ve got to see it in multiple
formats. You’ve got to experience the content in multiple formats, that’s how
you create equity.";

Building rapport. The participants emphasized building rapport with students to create a sense
of belonging, for example:
"Um, so first of all, uh, at the beginning of all of my classes, I try to develop
a sense of community and make it like a little mini family type of thing. So,
um, I think once you build that rapport and that trust with each other, it’s a
lot easier to help one another..."

Enhancing motivation. The participants to enhance the motivation of low achieving students,
female students, and students from relatively low Socioeconomic status families, by promoting
their interest:
"I can try to get them interested in learning. Again, the motivation. Right. It’s
mainly trying to get them excited about learning.";

or creating a safe learning environment for making mistakes because making mistake is part of
the learning process, especially in CS:
"They are afraid of being ridiculed by the other students or they’re afraid of
what other students might think of it. Because, uh, that’s one thing they have
to learn in my class is we have to be able to trust each other and that’s why
actually they get points if they are wrong [making mistakes in activities]."

Using pedagogical approaches. The participants described the necessity to use specific pedagogical approaches, such as collaborative learning and fostering growth-mindset, to enhance
equity. Almost all the participants mentioned collaborative learning as a major strategy for creating
equitable CS learning environments.
Pair programming. While there are a variety of collaborative learning models, the teachers cited
pair programming as a strategy that they would continuously apply in their CS classrooms:
"In CS, the pair programming and collaborative nature lends itself well to
creating equitable environment. "
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Peer tutoring. The participants also highlighted using peer tutoring, peer instruction and peer
evaluation, where students of different levels can work together and help each other in problem
solving:
"But a peer tutoring, peer evaluations, peer instruction has been a big part in
bringing them out of the struggle. "
" Maybe give a half hour... and students can work together on helping each
other to ... understand how to do the programming. "

Fostering growth-mindset. Furthermore, the participants described the benefits of fostering growthmindset as a pedagogical approach: everyone has the potential to learn CS regardless of their prior
knowledge and experience:
"I started telling my students who were struggling.... So don’t give up. We can
still do this. If you don’t get it now, that’s okay. we can keep working on it.
And so at the end you should be able to do it."

Besides the aforementioned strategies that focus on equitable teaching strategies, the participants
also identified other strategies that rely on social support:
Funding CS resources. The participants emphasized the importance of support from the school
and district level that may provide:
"the funds for these different computing resources...".

Professional development opportunities. In addition, many teachers highlighted the indispensable role of professional development for addressing equity issues in CS classrooms:
"...for me not having a computer science background, I think that the training
is super helpful. "

Support from the professional community. The participants also stressed professional community support in promoting equity in CS education. They expected to enroll more students with
the help of school counselors, to improve curriculum through working closely with experienced
CS teachers, and to develop relationships with colleges and universities to create more internships
and job pathways for their students.
Addressing maladaptive issues. It is also important to note that the teachers discussed a few
maladaptive strategies that may prevent educators from establishing equitable learning environments. For example, the participants mentioned that despite the importance of understanding
students’ background in fostering equity in CS classrooms, information about students’ cultural
backgrounds are difficult to obtain and most of the student information the participants had access
to were demographic numbers, such as the percentage breakdown of gender and ethnicity:
"It is difficult to know about home life... What we are given is numbers and
info about demographics, test scores".

Consistent with these statements, all (12 out of 12) participants used demographic numbers to
respond to questions regarding what they know about students’ background:
"The majority of my students were... I had 60 percent boys and 40 percent of
girls which I thought was very good."

Most importantly, when asked about their understanding of students’ cultural backgrounds, the
participants pointed out that they found getting to know the students’ unique cultural/familial
backgrounds to be a challenging process and are in need of additional support from school administrations and PD programs to provide guidance.
"Getting to know students is how you learn about other aspects, things that
might present struggles.... Difficult to get past hurdle if students don’t open up
at the front end of that conversation. What is life like for you? Some classes
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can’t get kids to open up. If you can’t get kids to open up, you can’t learn about
what is going on in their life."
"...but it’s hard for me to relate because I don’t have those [same] cultural
backgrounds... it’s easier for me to relate to the [name of the specific ethnic
group omitted] students than the other students. But um, it’s hard."

5.6.6 Teacher Attributions of Inequities in CS Classrooms. Results regarding research question 3
showed that the participants primarily attributed the inequities in student performance to a myriad
of individual causes, as opposed to structural causes, including students’ affective and motivational
barriers, the lack of background knowledge, and the lack of access to resources. This points to a limited
understanding of how socially unjust practices are perpetuated at the social, historical, and cultural
levels for underserved students.
Students’ affective and motivational barriers. The participants attributed inequities to the
students’ lack of motivation, confidence, persistence, tenacity, or effort:
"And then for the struggling students they tend to be like, I can’t even [succeed]
in these types of experiences.";
"I’ve got a couple of girls that aren’t particularly interested in the course. And
so they don’t really work very diligently towards it. I’ve noticed that, you
know, they don’t want to move on...and they’re sort of not engaged in it...they
do want to get a good grade, but they don’t really want to learn computer
programming."

Students’ lack of background knowledge. The participants cited the limited prior knowledge
in reading, writing, math performance, and the lack of analytical and critical thinking skills, as the
individual causes of persistent achievement gaps:
"I think students from low SES backgrounds have gaps in reading and writing
levels, that then shows itself in achievement scores and the present computer
science achievement gap".

The lack of access to resources. The participants referred to the limited access to technology
among students from low SES backgrounds, such as lacking computers and the internet at home,
as the individual cause of the inequities in CS learning.
"Those are the struggling ones who didn’t have computer or internet access at
home. They may have had a computer but they don’t have internet ... they’d
have to bring their laptop to a Wi-Fi [portal] in order to send something. [This
is difficult when] all of Code.org is all online."
"I think the students [who] have no access to technology [are at] a huge
disadvantage. Like, they didn’t really have computers or the Internet at home
and they don’t have it exposed in some other environment. So they come into
it and they’re like, OK, but they don’t know how...HDMI works or USB works."

6 DISCUSSION
Overall, the findings from this research corroborate previous literature by showing that the participants mainly defined equity as providing equal participation and equal access to computing
education opportunities. This result aligns with the previous research that highlighted the urgency
of broadening participation by providing equal access to CS education [35]. The findings also
suggest that there is a strong need to facilitate teacher discourse around equity to extend beyond
equal access [8, 39].
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Teacher Understanding of Equity issues in CS Classrooms

6.1.1 Teacher definition of equity. Findings from this study suggest that participants tend to
conceptualize equity in CS classrooms as promoting the participation of underrepresented groups
and providing equal access to resources. However, focusing on enrollment data and education
infrastructures shies away from the complex social-cultural dimensions that underlie the equity
issues in CS education [8, 36, 39]. The findings also add to previous research by showing that,
among other underrepresented groups and resources relevant to CS education, high school CS
teachers tend to consider recruiting more female students and providing tangible resources (i.e.,
laptops, Internet) as central to addressing equity issues.
The finding that the teachers gave prominence to equal participation and access in their definition
of equity is consistent with the previous research in CS education as well as other science education
disciplines, where much of the discussions on equity have been found to fixate on access [7, 36].
As recent research has suggested, inclusive and equitable learning environments should involve
both redistributive and relational models of social justice, ranging on a spectrum of weak to strong
socially just practices [8]. Almost all of the participants in this study defined equity in CS classroom
as making sure that the students have equal access to materials and resources, which is more akin
to the notion of equality emphasized in the redistributive model and lies on the weaker end of
the spectrum of socially just practices [8]. Therefore, the findings from this study suggest that PD
programs should help CS teachers develop comprehensive understandings of equity, one that not
only considers the redistributive model but also values students’ culture and differences to facilitate
strong inclusion practices highlighted in the relational model [8].
A potential rationale for the teachers to define equity as providing equal access to CS curriculum
and resources may have stemmed from the widely held conception about access—that is, "having
access" is always a good thing [8, 31]. Such a notion may have been further strengthened by the
widely documented lack of access among underrepresented groups in CS education [2, 33]. However,
recent research has cautioned against equating access to equity or viewing access as automatically
a good thing: without considering the differences in culture and individual needs, providing access
risks advocating the values and voices of the groups in power [8, 24, 31]. In addition, focusing
on access may decontextualize students from the systems in which they are embedded and may
shift the focal point of addressing equity issues from changing the system to making changes to
the individuals [7, 8]. Thus, future research should identify ways to help teachers recognize that
focusing on equal access circumvents the other equally if not more important aspects of equity,
such as valuing the students’ socio-cultural background and specific needs [8]. The justice-centered
framework discussed in this study may serve as a viable means to help teachers go beyond the
focus on access and re-examine the fundamental dimensions of equity in CS education.
6.1.2 The political nature of CS education in the context of equity. The findings from this research
showed that teacher participants acknowledged the role of CS as an important determinant of social
power in this era: CS knowledge and skills lead to gains in professional opportunities and social
capital. This realization is consistent with the uniqueness of CS as a discipline identified in previous
research [20, 23]. However, the findings also suggested that most teachers found it challenging
to interpret the political nature of CS education. For the few participants who acknowledged the
political dimensions, they mainly focused on how social institutions provide funding and resources.
This finding provides a contrast to the long-standing notion in the critical theory literature that
teaching is political in nature [39] and beyond issues related to access [8, 30, 50, 51].
Moreover, previous research has emphasized that teachers should become critically aware of the
political dimension of teaching, so that they can identify the power hierarchies in the discipline and
acknowledge students’ rich social and cultural values oppressed by the groups in power [7, 39]. Such
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awareness would also allow teachers to create authentic learning experiences that are personally
meaningful to the students, whose rich backgrounds are embedded in the diverse political, social,
cultural, and economical context. Therefore, this finding also adds to previous CS education research
by showing that teachers may have difficulties identifying the political attributes of CS education
as well as recognizing their roles in creating equitable CS learning environments given the political
dimensions of this discipline. Such finding suggests the need to structure PD activities that engage
teachers to identify the political dimensions of CS education and their roles in empowering students
to be the agents of change.
6.1.3 The role of empathy in equity. The findings suggest that the teachers perceived empathy
as having important roles in promoting equity. All the participants acknowledged that empathy
is closely related to equity and serves as a prerequisite to fostering equity in CS classrooms.
The participants reasoned that empathy is essential to understanding students’ backgrounds
and recognizing students’ challenges, such as lacking access to resources. These elements are
fundamental to critical reflection, the process of analyzing the causes of persistent inequities among
different groups [12, 18, 51]. This finding is consistent with previous research that highlighted the
important role of cognitive empathy, or perspective taking, in predicting justice sensitivity and
moral motivation [10, 25], which contribute to recognizing inequities among social groups and
taking action to ameliorate injustice. Therefore, these findings build on the critical consciousness
literature by showing that from the teachers’ perspective, they consider cognitive empathy, or the
ability to take the perspective of the students, as an important component in critical reflection.
Based on the teachers’ reflections and the previous research, the empathy component may add to
the critical reflection construct in two ways. First, cognitive empathy allows teachers to understand
and value students’ unique perspectives, which may help teachers to view such uniqueness as
students’ funds of knowledge stemming from diverse cultural experiences rather than as the signs
of "lacking" (e.g. "The students have demonstrated this unique perspective because they experienced
XYZ in their culture/home environment; and we can provide appropriate support to build on their
unique funds of knowledge" rather than "The students lack the required skills to perform at this
level because they don’t have XYZ in the home environment." ). Accordingly, teachers may also be
less likely to attribute the inequities in CS education to individual level factors, such as students’
"lacking" in backgrounds, while acknowledging that these differences in backgrounds underscore
students’ unique needs and funds of knowledge.
Second, cognitive empathy can help teachers see that many of students’ individual characteristics,
such as "thoughts, feelings, perceptions and intentions" [25, p.29] are dynamic internal processes
rather than fixated personal traits. This recognition can be especially helpful for critical reflection
because it would allow teachers to understand that the students’ internal processes are constantly
changing and interact dynamically with their unique environments and communities. With such
awareness, the teachers may be less prone to attribute inequities to these individual characteristics
or internal processes during critical reflection.
Thus, for teachers to effectively enact equitable practices, cognitive empathy may be a necessary
component in the critical reflection process. Future studies should investigate strategies that
promote cognitive empathy and explore how cognitive empathy may influence critical reflection.
6.2

Strategies for Addressing Equity Issues in CS Classrooms

The findings suggest that the participants valued the practice of understanding students’ backgrounds and advocated using a series of equitable practices, such as motivating students, creating
safe environment for making mistakes, using inquiry-based learning and collaborative learning
to create equitable learning environments. Such findings are consistent with previous research
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that emphasized using equitable teaching strategies in CS classrooms to build on students’ prior
knowledge and promote meaningful learning [22].
This study also adds to previous research by demonstrating that in regards to considering
students’ backgrounds, the teachers mainly focused on prior knowledge/skills and made little
reference to social-cultural backgrounds. This provides a contrast to the important role of social and
cultural context in equitable teaching practices identified in previous research [7, 31]. As discussed
previously, teachers’ in-depth understanding of social-cultural background is crucial to helping
students make personally meaningful connections with CS knowledge and take what they learn
to empower communities in culturally relevant ways [8, 21]. In addition, teachers’ recognition of
students’ social-cultural resources can help countering deficit-based views and convey the idea
of CS for all where all students can succeed in CS given sufficient culturally relevant support
[13, 43, 45]. Thus, future study should explore ways to help teachers recognize the indispensable
role of students’ social and cultural backgrounds and consider these backgrounds while creating
equitable learning environments [41].
A potential explanation for the participants’ limited reference to students’ social-cultural backgrounds is that they lacked an effective channel for getting such information. For instance, as
documented in the findings, some teachers expressed having difficulties finding out about and
understanding students’ cultural backgrounds. Besides, the types of student information that school
administrations normally provide for teachers may have unintentionally encouraged teachers to
attend to certain types of background information. For instance, the findings showed that the participants mainly had access to demographic report on ethnicity, gender, socioeconomic status, and
language performance. And during the interview, when asked about students’ cultural backgrounds,
some participants responded only with demographic statistics, including gender breakdowns and
percentages of different ethnic groups. To address these issues, it is advisable that stakeholders such
as school administrators emphasize social/cultural backgrounds as much as demographic statistics.
After all, the numbers and percentages can only offer a limited portrayal of students’ backgrounds.
Additionally, future CS teacher PD programs can consider providing teachers with strategies to
learn about students’ cultural backgrounds, such as structuring learning activities to promote the
sharing of cultural and participatory roles relating to students’ unique backgrounds. Pioneering
work in youth participatory research has shed light on the possibilities of encouraging communications about students’ cultural backgrounds in formal or informal learning environments [11]. The
collaborative learning approaches in the form of peer instruction or peer programming, mentioned
by several teachers, also provides the potential to engage students in activities that make use of
their funds of knowledge and cultural wealth.
Other strategies, such as Culturally Responsive Teaching (CRT) can also help to engage culturally
and linguistically diverse youth by viewing students’ heritages as assets to be leveraged for learning.
Previous research has shown that culturally responsive practices can sustain motivation for diverse
learners [43] and promote learner agency for underserved youth [45]. For instance, Scott, Sheridan,
and Clark [42] discussed the integration of issues of diversity, community, culture, and identity into
technology programs to provide culturally relevant computing experiences for diverse sociocultural
groups. During CRT, teachers reflect on their own cultural competence to better understand how
their worldviews and privileges influence the learning environment [49]. This type of reflection
echoes the social justice framework’s notion of critical reflection, in recognizing the power dynamics
and structural causes that perpetuate inequities for underserved groups. During critical reflection,
teachers begin to develop an understanding of how they can position themselves within learning
communities to build equitable opportunities for students that leverage their socioculutral resources.
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Attributions of Inequities in CS Classrooms

This study builds on previous research by demonstrating that, based on the justice-centered
framework, the teacher participants’ critical reflections mainly focused on the individual, rather
than the structural causes of inequities [51]. For example, the participants attributed inequities
and achievement gaps to a series of individual level factors, including personal characters (e.g.,
motivation, effort, persistence, tenacity); backgrounds (e.g., knowledge and skills, family situations);
or access to resources (e.g., laptops and the Internet). Few attributions were made to structural
causes, such as societal structures and policies as well as social, cultural, and historical backgrounds.
These findings corroborate previous research that showed the prevalent individual level attributions among educators [8, 38]. However, while individual level factors constitute part of the
barriers to equity in CS education, issues at the structural level are the root causes of inequities
that reproduce and perpetuate performance gaps [38, 39]. Besides, emphasizing individual causes
over structural causes could engender unintended repercussions: it may provide grounds for problematizing underachieving students’ situations as deficits to be "fixed" or made "sufficient"; it may
strengthen the deficit-based view that does not value the wealth of students’ cultural and linguistic
resources [17] and may prevent one to see and build on what students already have[36]. Thus,
making individual level attributions to the "lack" in backgrounds and skills can further exacerbate
the suppressed status of underserved students [17, 46].
In contrast, acknowledging structural causes would allow teachers to devise learning activities
that empower students to be the agents of change in their communities and traditionally suppressed
groups [38]. For example, studies in youth participatory research have reported having students
create computing artifacts (e.g., games) or organize community events (e.g., gallery walks) to raise
the awareness of disadvantaged communities that computer science is for all [36]. The development
of such empowering activities relies on the premise that teachers are cognizant of the structural
causes of inequities for suppressed individuals and groups.
It is also important to note that reading materials on CS education equity, which have widely
documented the lack of access to resources among underrepresented groups [2, 34, 44], may
influence teachers’ perceptions about structural and individual level issues. Admittedly, it is possible
that previous research has presented individual level issues such as access to illustrate the implicit
and underlying structural issues. However, without making explicit references to structural issues,
the reading materials may have unintentionally led teachers to lean towards individual level
attributions for inequities in CS education. Thus, future research should explore how to facilitate CS
teachers’ critical reflection and help them recognize structural causes of inequities [2, 7, 21, 33, 35].

6.4

Limitations

This study has sampling limitations that are inherent in qualitative type of studies. The findings
from this study are in-depth exploration of the research questions based on available cases and
may not be generalizable to other types of populations, where generalizability is often not the
main goal of qualitative studies. We acknowledge the limited number of teacher participants in this
study. However, it is important to note that the teachers in this study are enrolled as part of a first
CS teacher certificate program in the state. Due to the recency of this certificate program and the
level of commitment this program requires–two years, four courses, totaling 16 credit hours–the
recruitment and retention of teacher participants has been challenging, which resulted in limited
sample sizes. Still, there is great value in learning from this sample–results from this study will
inform many such certificate programs for CS teachers that are emerging around the nation.
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Conclusions

Findings from this study suggest that teachers who participated in a CS teacher certificate program
recognized their roles as the agents of change in creating equitable CS learning environment.
However, teachers’ definition and discourse around equity mainly focused on equal participation
and providing equal access to resources. And while discussing equitable teaching strategies, the
participants emphasized the importance of considering students’ backgrounds but mainly referred
to students’ prior knowledge and skills rather than their social, cultural, and political backgrounds.
Thus, based on the justice-centered framework, the participants’ perceptions about equity focused
on the redistributive model and tended towards the lower end on the spectrum of socially just
practices. Besides, while making attributions about inequities in CS classrooms, the participants
showed the trend of focusing on factors at the individual level rather than at the structural level.
These results suggest the need to help teachers develop a more in-depth understanding of equity
issues beyond the scope of equal participation and form critical reflections that recognize the
structural causes of inequities in CS education. Such conceptualization would provide the basis
for implementing equitable practices that acknowledge students’ wealth of social and cultural
resources and devise learning activities to empower youth in CS classrooms and communities.
Specifically, to develop a comprehensive understanding of equity, current and future PD programs
should explore ways to 1) introduce and help teachers differentiate the redistributive model and the
relational model, 2) explicitly highlight the political attributes of CS education and its sociopolitical
impact through readings, discussions, and micro-teaching. To facilitate the implementation of
equitable practices, it is necessary to 1) conduct follow-up classroom observations and school
visits to help teachers apply culturally relevant practices to classroom teaching, 2) assist teachers
in collecting student feedback to inform future teaching, 3) hold regular Professional Learning
Community meetings that help teachers identify ways to learn about students’ social and cultural
backgrounds, as well as strategies to integrate equitable practices, such as culturally responsive
teaching in their CS classrooms.
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